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Location-dependent query processing under
soft real-time constraints
Zoubir Mammeri, Franck Morvan, Abdelkader Hameurlain∗ and Nadhem Marsit
IRIT, Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse, France
Abstract. In recent years, mobile devices and applications achieved an increasing development. In database field, this
development required methods to consider new query types like location-dependent queries (i.e. the query results depend on
the query issuer location). Although several researches addressed problems related to location-dependent query processing,
a few works considered timing requirements that may be associated with queries (i.e., the query results must be delivered to
mobile clients on time). The main objective of this paper is to propose a solution for location-dependent query processing under
soft real-time constraints. Hence, we propose methods to take into account client location-dependency and to maximize the
percentage of queries respecting their deadlines. We validate our proposal by implementing a prototype based on Oracle DBMS.
Performance evaluation results show that the proposed solution optimizes the percentage of queries meeting their deadlines and
the communication cost.
Keywords: Databases, mobility, location-dependent query processing, real-time constraints

1. Introduction
Mobile units allow users not only to query a database anytime and anywhere, but also to send queries
the results of which are location-dependent. These queries are called Location-Dependent Queries (LDqueries). For instance, a doctor uses his/her Personal Digital Assistant and asks for the addresses of
hospitals located within 15 km far from his/her current position. Many new services and applications
need to effectively process these types of queries. This generated a great deal of interest from the scientific
community. In fact, several researches examined various problems related to location-dependent query
processing [8,27,31]. Issues such as expressing LD-queries or taking into account mobile client location
while processing queries have been addressed in many works [8,9,18,23]. The representation and
querying of moving objects (e.g. select the closest free ambulance) have also been considered by several
works [5,16,24,27]. In spite of their abundance, the proposed solutions do not meet all the locationbased application needs. In fact, the real-time constraints of some applications have not been considered
enough. Such new requirements generate the need to consider new types of queries such as locationdependent queries with real-time constraints. These constraints often appear as deadlines associated
with queries. For example, a doctor asks for the closest pharmacy and he/she requires receiving the
query results within 30 seconds. The deadlines can be explicitly specified by users or derived from
user mobility. Indeed, the location-dependent query results have time-limited validity which depends
on the users’ movement between sending the query and receiving the results. For example, the closest
∗
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pharmacy may change when the doctor moves only by 500 meters (if doctor vehicle speed is 60 km/h
the query result becomes incorrect after just 30 seconds). Even though several researches have been
dedicated to developing Real-time DBMS (RTDBMS) [14,29,30], these DBMS do not take into account
the LD-queries characteristics (e.g. client mobility, location-dependency of query results).
The objective of this paper is to propose an efficient solution for LD-query processing under realtime constraints. The architecture proposed in this paper is targeting soft real-time applications (i.e.,
applications which have explicit or implicit deadlines but in case of deadline missing there is no severe or
dramatic consequences). First, we present a software architecture allowing processing of various types
of LD-queries. The modules of our architecture are designed to be implemented on top of conventional
DBMS (e.g. Oracle). Second, we focus on some modules and we propose a method to consider the
query result location-dependency. In fact, we propose to transform LD-queries before submitting them
to the underlying DBMS in order to bind the client location and possibly to take into account his/her
direction. In order to reduce communication cost, we propose to reject (before the data transfer) the
incorrect query results (due to client location change). Third, we focus on functions that provide some
real-time capabilities. Therefore, methods are proposed in order to maximize the percentage of queries
meeting their deadlines (success ratio). We discuss the sources of deadlines in our context (e.g. explicit
deadlines specified by users or implicit deadlines derived from client mobility). Then, we propose to
apply an admission test in order to early reject queries which have no chance to meet their deadlines.
We also propose to schedule queries according to their deadlines. Finally, we validate our proposal by
implementing the proposed modules on top of Oracle. Performance evaluation results show that the
proposed solution optimizes the percentage of queries meeting their deadlines and the communication
cost.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the related work. In
Section 3, we present our assumptions, types of queries of concern, and an overview of the proposed
architecture. In Section 4, we present mechanisms for location-dependency constraints. In Section 5, we
present mechanisms for handling timing constraints. In Section 6, we present validity check of results
before sending results to mobile clients. In Section 7, we evaluate the performance of our architecture.
Section 8 is the conclusion.
2. Related work
[7] is one of the first works that highlighted the need of proposing new solutions for processing LDqueries issued by mobile units. In [19], the authors described the main steps for LD-query processing.
They explained that it is necessary to bind client location to the query before executing it. The authors
also claimed that it is important to add a new operator called the Location Related operator (LROperator) to express proximity conditions (e.g. the closest target object) or orientation conditions (e.g.
straight ahead). Other work extended the existing languages in order to express different types of LDquery [8,18]. Another issue of concern is the validity of LD-query results. Solution proposed in [31,
33] is to compute, during the query processing, a particular region called the Validity Region (VR)
such as the LD-query results remain unchanged whatever the client location is. The client should not
resubmit the same query while being in the VR. This solution has some drawbacks like the overhead
introduced by computing VR and by transmitting information about VR to users through the wireless
network [32]. Several efforts have also been made to meet the need of querying moving object databases
(i.e. databases in which data represent moving objects such as ambulances or helicopters) [25,27]. Two
major problems have been addressed: (i) modeling and querying continuously changing data like moving
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object locations [5,16,21] and (ii) tracking and updating the location of moving objects, and managing
the uncertainty on location due to the imprecision of localization technology and to the continuous
movement of objects [25,28].
Despite their abundance, previous works on LD-queries did not focus on LD-query processing under
real-time constraints. In fixed environments, several solutions, combining techniques issued from the
database field and the real-time system field, have been proposed. Since the end of the 1980s, many
researches focused on Real-Time DBMS (RTDBMS). Those works mainly emphasized the problem of
transaction scheduling and concurrency control [14,15,29,30]. Several algorithms have been proposed
and various simulators and prototypes have been developed [11]. However, RTDBMS are not available on
the market and the standardization is not yet advanced enough; especially when compared to conventional
DBMS. This drawback makes it difficult to use RTDBMS at the core of location-based applications.
In addition, the issues relating to mobility of client and/or objects have not been considered in depth
by proposed RTDBMS. Among the rare proposals for taking into account both real-time constraints
and mobility constraints we mention the work presented in [2,6,10]. Nevertheless, these works did not
consider the characteristics of certain LD-queries (e.g. the dependency of query results according to
location and/or direction). They rather focused on the impacts of the mobile environment characteristics
(frequent disconnection, low wireless bandwidth) on real-time query processing. The aim of our work
is to focus on timing constraints and location-dependency of query results while processing queries.
3. Assumptions, query specification, and overview of the proposed architecture
3.1. Assumptions
The mobile environment under consideration is composed by mobile clients communicating with
fixed server through wireless and wired networks. We assume that the client has limited computational
resources. Thus, the query processing is on the server side. We assume that the server is uni-processor and
multi-users. In this work, we do not consider the problems that may be caused by latency variation due to
wireless networks and we suppose that clients have guarantees on wireless network bandwidth [20]. To
represent moving object locations in the database, we choose the simplest model among those presented
in the literature [24]: only the last location given by the positioning system is stored in the database and
it is updated periodically (e.g. every minute). In this case, methods for querying data related to fixed
objects and methods for querying data related to moving objects are the same. However, it is not possible
to query the future position of a mobile object. The use of a more complex model as those described
in [24,25,27] to estimate this position generates heavy steps of supplementary process. These steps yield
an overhead which may result in missed deadlines in a real-time context. In addition, we assume that
only soft firm deadlines are associated with queries (i.e. if a deadline is missed, the query results are
useless and they are rejected without dramatic consequences or damages).
Our objective is to provide an effective solution for taking into account real-time constraints while
processing location-dependent queries. To reach this goal it is necessary to consider two types of
constraints: (i) constraints related to mobility and query results location-dependency and (ii) realtime constraints. Indeed, it is necessary to propose methods for considering client location, proximity
conditions (e.g. objects located within 10 km far from my current position) and orientation conditions
(e.g. objects in front of me). In addition, due to client movement after sending the query, a part of the
query results may become incorrect. So it is also necessary to avoid transmitting incorrect results to
mobile clients. Since deadlines may be associated with LD-queries, it is also important to maximize the
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percentage of queries meeting their deadlines. A solution taking into account all these constraints needs
to include techniques from different fields (databases, localization systems, real-time systems, wireless
networks) that cohabit in a flexible and adaptable architecture.
3.2. Query specification and attributes
3.2.1. Forms of query specification
The types of client queries, which the architecture proposed in this paper is able to process, are
classified according to their requirements and characteristics [12]:
– Object mobility: clients may search data related to fixed objects (e.g. hospitals) and or data related
to moving objects (e.g. ambulances).
– Location-dependency of query-result: query results may depend on initial location (i.e. the client
searches object relevant for his/her present location when sending the query), dynamically changing
location (i.e. the mobile client asks for target objects close to his/her position at a given future instant)
or future target1 client location (i.e. the mobile client asks for target objects he/she can reach in less
than certain time or certain distance). These queries are considered as spatiotemporal queries.
– Query deadline: when the processing of a given query should be completed before deadline, we talk
about LD-queries with real-time constraints.
– Result completeness: in many situations users may accept partial results delivered as soon as possible
rather than waiting a long-time for the complete but late results (e.g. a fireman searching for fire
hydrants 15 km far from his/her position needs the results in less than 2 minutes and requires at least
2 fire hydrants).
– Continuous queries: this type of queries allows the clients “periodically” getting possibly changing
results from a database without having to issue the queries repeatedly [3].
Thus, four main types of requirements may be specified in query clients:
–
–
–
–

moving requirements,
location-dependence requirements,
timing requirements,
result completeness requirements.

Moving requirements: since we are interested in mobile clients, the specification of client moving
model is of prime importance. We propose the client query includes a moving profile which enables the
calculation of the area (zone) relevant for searching objects and also for the deadline to send the results
in such a way that the client receives the right objects at the right location. In the current version of
our architecture, client moving profile must include speed and direction (south, north. . . ). Optionally it
may include the initial and final location coordinates. In the future, more realistic and powerful profiles
should be included such as traffic conditions (to adjust the estimation of distance covered by mobile
client), cartographic information (to take into account the real position of current and future location on
a road map). . .
Location-dependence requirements: they involve proximity conditions, orientation conditions, and
future client location conditions:
1
Future target location is either the final client destination or some location relevant for client moving (e.g. a city, highway
exit. . . ) to make a decision.
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Table 1
Examples of LDQ query specification using LDQ language
Location-dependent query examples
Q1: select hotels names and addresses within 15 km
far from my position
Q2 : select names and addresses of the three closest
hospitals
Q3: select names and addresses of hotels reachable
within 10 minutes driving South at 80 km/h
Q4: select gas station addresses on my right along
the next 50 km in my direction driving North at
110 km/h
Q5: select addresses of gas stations 5 km from my
position. I am driving in the North direction at
100 km/h.
Q6: select hydrants 4 km far from my position. The
results are required within 30 seconds.
Q7: select addresses of gas stations 4 km far from
my position during the next 30 minutes. An update
is required every 2 minutes. I am moving to the
West at 100 km/h.
Q8: select addresses of hospitals 10 km far from
my position, at least 20% of the complete results is
required within 60 seconds

Queries expressed in LDQ language
SELECT name, address
FROM hotels WHERE AT DISTANCE (15 km)
SELECT name, address
FROM Hospitals WHERE CLOSEST NEIGHBORS (3)
SELECT name, address
FROM hotels WHERE MOVING PROFILE (80 km/h, DIRECTION
SOUTH)
TARGET LOCATION REACHABLE WITHIN (10 min)
SELECT address
FROM GasStations WHERE MOVING PROFILE (110 km/h, DIRECTION NORTH)
AT DISTANCE(50 km) ORIENTATION EAST
SELECT address
FROM GasStations WHERE MOVING PROFILE (100 km/h, DIRECTION NORTH)
AT DISTANCE(5 km)
SELECT address
FROM Hydrants WHERE AT DISTANCE(4 km)
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS (DEADLINE 30 s)
SELECT address
FROM GasStations WHERE MOVING PROFILE (100k/h, DIRECTION WEST)
AT DISTANCE (4 km)
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS (EVERY 2 min DURING 30 min)
SELECT address
FROM hospitals WHERE AT DISTANCE (10 km)
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS (DEADLINE 60 s)
PARTIAL RESULT AT LEAST (20%)

– Proximity conditions can be expressed in four manners:
∗ Searching for target objects such as the distance between their locations and the client position is
less than a given distance (use of AT DISTANCE clause). E.g. query Q1 – Table 1.
∗ Searching some nearest neighbors among target objects (using CLOSEST NEIGHBORS clause).
E.g. query Q2 – Table 1.
∗ Searching for the target objects that the client can reach within some access time at a given speed
or reachable within a given distance (using of REACHABLE WITHIN clause). E.g. query Q3 –
Table 1.
∗ Searching for the target objects at a given distance from a fix location (using AT LOCATION
clause).

– Orientation conditions can be specified (using ORIENTATION clause) to indicate where the objects
should be located with regard to the client location. E.g. query Q4 – Table 1.
Timing constraints may be specified:
– either to fix a deadline for the results to be sent to the client (using DEADLINE clause). E.g. query
Q6 – Table 1,
– or to specify that the results should be periodically updated by the server without resubmitting the
query. E.g. query Q7 – Table 1.
Result completeness requirements: client may be interested only in a certain fraction (or threshold) of
the objects that may be returned by the server. E.g. query Q8 – Table 1.
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Below is the syntax of the language we propose to formally specify the queries. Table 1 provides some
query examples to better understand how client queries are specified.
<query> ::= SELECT <set of target object attributes>
FROM <set of target objects>
WHERE
[ <client moving profile> ]
<location dependence requirements>
[ TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS “(“ <timing requirements> “)” ]
[ PARTIAL RESULTS <partial results requirements> ]
[ ORDERED BY (<object attribute> | DISTANCE TO “(“<target object name> “)”)]
[ (AND | OR) <Not location dependent clause> ]
<client moving profile> ::= MOVING PROFILE “(“ <speed> <speed unit> “,”
DIRECTION <direction> [ “,” [ <initial location> ] “,” [ <final location> ] ] “)”
<location dependence requirements> ::= [ ORIENTATION <direction> ] <proximity cond>
<proximity cond> ::=
AT DISTANCE “(“ <distance><distance unit> “)”
| CLOSEST NEIGHBORS “(“ <number neighbors> “)”
| [(BEFORE | CROSSING)] TARGET LOCATION
(REACHABLE WITHIN “(“ ( <time><time unit> | < distance><distance unit>)“)”
| AT <fixed coordinates>)
<direction> ::= ( NORTH | SOUTH | WEST | EAST | NORTH EAST | NORTH WEST |
SOUTH EAST | SOUTH WEST)
<timing requirements> ::= <deadline constraint> | <continuous query constraint>
<deadline constraint> ::= DEADLINE <expiration time> <time unit>
<continuous query constraint> ::= EVERY <update period> <time unit>
(DURING <duration><time unit> | FOR <distance>)
<partial results requirements> ::= AT LEAST “(“ ( <number> | <percentage>”%”) “)”
| AT MOST “(“ <number> “)”
3.2.2. Query attributes
When a query is received, it is analyzed by Attributes and constraints identification function to
determine the query type and its requirements (location, temporal, and result completeness requirements).
The management of queries during their life cycle (from the time they are received by the server till the
transmission either of results or failure message to the clients) requires initializing and updating different
parameters, which we call “query attributes”. There are attributes for each kind of requirement.
Table 2 shows for each attribute the keyword which must be included in the query to determine the
attribute value. For some specific attributes, if their initial value cannot be derived from the query, a
default value is used. E.g. if the query does not include an AT DISTANCE clause (which defines the
radius of the search area), a default value is used (e.g. 2 km for clients moving in a city and 25 km for
clients on highway). Table 2 also shows other attributes of which values are either derived according to
some rules explained in the rest of the paper.
To easy the manipulation of attributes and to shorten the notation, we adopt the following: for each
attribute the values of this attribute for all the queries under management at the server are handled as
a vector where the index is the query identifier (Q denotes the Id of the query under consideration).
E.g. Speed(Q1) denotes the speed of the client of query Q1 and Tserv(Q2) denotes the estimated DBMS
processing time of query Q2.
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Table 2
Query attributes
Attribute category

Attribute
name

Attribute description

Attribute specified in
clause or calculated

Speed
Dir
Orient

Client speed
Moving direction of the client
Orientation of the objects with regard to client
location
Max distance of objects from the client location
Distance between initial location and final location

MOVING PROFILE
MOVING PROFILE
ORIENTATION

Location-oriented

Radius
DistToGo
L0
Lf
L∗

Initial client location
Final client location (also called Future target
location)
Last client location estimate

t0
tqr
RelDeadline
Duration
Period
TimeToGo
Tqt
Tserv
Trt
Cost
AbsDeadline

Absolute time of query transmission by client
Absolute time of query reception by server
Explicit Relative deadline for query processing
Time interval for continuous query evaluation
Period for continuous query evaluation
Distance from initial to final location
Estimate of query transfer time
Estimate of DBMS processing time
Estimate of result transfer time
Query response time
Absolute deadline (used to EDF-scheduling)

CId

Identifier of the client submitting query. This Id is
used by service location to provide client location.
Indicates if client requires results before entering
the zone around Lf or while crossing this zone
Pool (buffer) storing continuous-query results
Minimum amount of results for partial result query
Maximum number of results for partial result query
Spatial query yielded by LD query rewriting

AT DISTANCE
REACHABLE WITHIN,
AT
MOVING PROFILE
MOVING PROFILE,
REACHABLE WITHIN, AT

Timing-oriented
tqr = t0 + T qt
DEADLINE
DURING, FOR
EVERY
REACHABLE WITHIN

Cost = T qt + T serv + T rt

Others
LoZ
PoolRes
PartResMin
PartResMax
SpatialQuery

BEFORE, CROSSING
AT LEAST
AT MOST

It should be noticed that all the attribute vectors are common variables shared by all the modules of
the architecture.
3.3. Overview of the proposed architecture
Figure 1 summarizes the main steps of LD-query treatment from the reception of a query till the
transmission of the corresponding results (each step is realized by a function included in our architecture):
– Carry out syntactic analysis of query to yield the values of the different parameters/requirements
specified in the query and initialize query attributes shown in Table 1.
– Calculate the search area where the objects to return to client should be located.
– Rewrite the LD-query to yield an equivalent spatial query to be processed by the underlying DBMS.
– Submit the spatial query to evaluate its DBMS-related cost and then estimate the DBMS processing
time and result transfer delay.
– Calculate the absolute delay to assign to query in order to meet client deadline, if any, and client
movement and future location.
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Query Q
Attributes and constraints
identification

Search area calculation

Append(QueryQueue, Q )

Query rewriting

Head(Query
Queue) = Q
Yes

Cost estimation

Deadline calculation

Admission
test positive?

Query Q
input to DBMS

DBMS
Query Q results
ready

Yes

Spatial validity check of results

No
Yes
May deadline
be increased?

Temporal validity check of results

No

results

Reject Query Q

Fig. 1. Main steps of LD-query handling.

– Test if the timing constraints of the query may be met under the current load of the server. If the test
is positive, the spatial query is admitted and inserted -according to its deadline- in the Ready-query
queue. Otherwise, relax some constraints (change the implicit deadline or search area) and try if the
query may be admitted. When all the attempts are unsuccessful the query is rejected.
– Process the query (when it is at the head of the ready query queue) and produce results.
– Check if the results are valid with regard to the current location of the client.
– Check if the results are still valid with regard to timing constraints and they may be transmitted on
time.
– Transmit the valid results to the client.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture components involved in location-dependent query treatment. There
are five modules:
– Query analysis and execution parameter calculation module which includes four functions: Attributes and constraints identification, Search area calculation, Query rewriting, and Cost estimate.
– Timing constraint management module, which includes four functions: Deadline calculation, Admission test, EDF2 query scheduler, and Continuous query manager (which is in charge of requesting
the periodic processing of continuous queries).
– Result check and management module, which includes four functions: Spatial validity check of
results, Temporal validity check of results, Continuous query result management (which is in charge
of periodically updating the results sent to client while moving), and Query partial-result management
(which selects among results produced by the DBMS a subset to be sent as soon as possible to the
client).
– DBMS (with spatial capabilities) module, which processes queries and delivers results.
2

EDF: Earliest Deadline First.
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Continuous query
manager

Ready-query
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Spatial
DBMS
Query
results

Timing constraint
management

Fig. 2. Architecture for real-time LD-query processing.

– Location server module which enables the calculation of position of mobile clients.
Notice that the table (Table 2) including the attributes of queries present in the server is common data
accessible to all modules. In addition, a memory space called Result repository enables communication
between DBMS and Result check functions.
4. Management of mobile client location-dependency
Location-dependent query processing requires take into account the current location of the client. It
needs also consider proximity and/or orientation conditions. In our architecture, Query analysis and
execution parameter calculation module accepts as input an LD-query expressed in LDQ language (see
§3.2.1) and analyzes its requirements. It returns a spatial query including the client location which can
be evaluated by the underlying DBMS. 3
In this section, we focus on: (i) client localization and ii) handling proximity and orientation of objects
to find (depending on client location and direction) to determine a zone for searching objects,
3
Note that many existing DBMS are enhanced with “spatial” extensions allowing spatial queries evaluation. In this paper
DBMS means spatial DBMS such as Spatial Oracle used for performance analysis (see §7).
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4.1. Client localization
The location of the client at time t0 (i.e. the initial location) and at some time t (t > t0) are of interest
for LD-query processing. Let Loc(Q, x) be a function of Location Service module than returns Q’s client
location at time x. There are different solutions to implement Loc function according to the targeted
environment:
– Loc(Q, t0), the position from which the query Q was sent may be either specified directly in the
MOVING PROFILE clause (thus included in the query) or provided by a localization system (such
as GPS) called by the query server.
– Loc(Q, t): the location at a time t(t > t0) may be either provided by a localization system (case
1) or estimated using client speed and direction (case 2) or using sophisticated location estimate
method based on traffic conditions, weather conditions, city or region map (case 3).


if case1 
 GP Sloc(CId(Q))
Loc(Q, t) = N ewLoc(L ∗ (Q), Speed(Q), Dir(Q), t ∗ (Q), t) if case2
(1)


AdvancedLocEstimation(. . .)
if case3
where L ∗ (Q) denotes the previous location estimate of query Q client and t ∗ (Q) the time of L∗
calculation. NewLoc is a function that returns the coordinates of the new location given the previous
location, client speed and direction, and moving time interval [t ∗ (Q), t]. There are many techniques
for location estimate function (AdvancedLocEstimate) design and they are out of the focus of this paper.
4.2. Object search area
As query results are location-dependent, the area (or region) enclosing the searched objects should
be delimited before submitting the query to the underlying DBMS. Only objects whose location is not
more than Radius(Q) far from the client location should be returned as results. The value of Radius(Q)
is either specified in AT DISTANCE clause or a default value (which is a server parameter). Q’s client
may search objects at a given (explicit or implicit) distance from his/her:
– Initial location when the query was sent (case LocReq1 4)
e.g. SELECT name, address
FROM Objects
WHERE AT DISTANCE (5 km)
– Future target location (case LocReq2)
e.g. SELECT name, address
FROM Objects
WHERE MOVING PROFILE (90 km/s, EAST) AT DISTANCE
(25 km)
TARGET LOCATION REACHABLE WITHIN (150 km)
– Dynamic5 (current) location while moving and the results are updated periodically (case LocReq3)
e.g. SELECT name, address
FROM Objects
WHERE MOVING PROFILE (90 km/s, EAST)
AT DISTANCE (25 km) TARGET LOCATION REACHABLE WITHIN (150 km)
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS (EVERY 5 min DURING 2 h)
4

To distinguish the location requirement types, LocReq1, LocReq2. . . are used.
Dynamic location means the location of the client when he/she receives the results. In the sequel, “current” and “dynamic”
locations are interchangeably used.
5
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– Dynamic location while moving but the results are sent once within a fixed deadline (case LocReq4)
e.g. SELECT name, address
FROM Objects
WHERE MOVING PROFILE (90 km/s, EAST)
AT DISTANCE (25 km) TARGET LOCATION REACHABLE WITHIN (150 km)
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS (DEADLINE 2 min)
– Dynamic location while moving toward a future target location but the results are sent once without
any deadline (case LocReq5).
e.g. SELECT name, address
FROM Objects
WHERE MOVING PROFILE (90 km/s, EAST) AT DISTANCE
(15 km)
Now, let us see how to determine the search area associated with query Q, which is denotedArea(Q)
according to the previously identified query types.
1. Cases LocReq1 and LocReq2: in case LocReq1 (respectively LocReq2), the search area is a circle
whose center is the initial (respectively future) client location L0 (respectively Lf) and its radius is
the value of Radius(Q). If an orientation (i.e. North, East. . . ) is required for object selection, then a
fraction of the circle is selected according to the value of Orient(Q). Formally, Area(Q) is defined
as follows:


SubRegion(circle(Radius(Q), L0), Orient(Q)) if LocReq1
Area(Q) =
(2)
SubRegion(circle(Radius(Q), Lf ), Orient(Q)) if LocReq2
where SubRegion(C, Orient(Q)) is a function that returns a fraction (a half or a quarter) of a circle
C taking into account the value specified in ORIENTATION clause. If no ORIENTATION clause
is specified, SubRegion(C, Orient(Q)) returns C. For example if NORTH (respectively SOUTH
WEST) is specified then the search region is formed by a half (respectively quarter) of circle where
point ordinates are greater than or equal to the ordinate of the circle center (respectively coordinates
are less than or equal to the coordinates of the circle center). Figure 3 illustrates some search area
examples.
2. Case LocReq3: in this case the client requires results are periodically updated while he/she is
moving from L0 location to Lf location. Our architecture includes two strategies for handling
continuous queries: Once-for-all search and Piecewise search. Once-for-all strategy is the default
strategy. The server administrator may switch continuous query management to Piecewise strategy
either at server setup phase or dynamically using some monitoring metrics to avoid Once-for-all
search drawbacks (see below). In addition, if Once-for-all strategy fails because of a tight deadline,
Piecewise strategy is automatically tried to retrieve some results.
– Once-for-all search: the search area is composed of the whole zone between L0 and Lf locations
and takes into account the orientation of results (see Fig. 3c). Then the yielded area is submitted
once to the DBMS Thus, Area(Q) is formally defined as:
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), L0), Orient(Q))∪
Area(Q) = SubRegion(P lg(L0, Lf, Radius(Q)), Orient(Q))∪
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), Lf ), Orient(Q))

(3)

where Plg(A, B, r) is the parallelogram formed by points: (A abs , Aord − r), (Aabs , Aord + r),
(Babs , Bord −r), (Babs , Bord +r). Xabs (respectively Xord) is the abscissa (respectively ordinate)
of point X . As for circle form, SubRegion function is applied to a parallelogram to select the area
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(a) No orientation and no moving are specified,
(b) SOUTH-WEST orientation and client is moving towards WEST and future target location is Lf
(c) EAST orientation, client moving towards SOUTH and objects required while moving till Lf
(d) SOUTH orientation, client moving towards SOUTH, and objects required BEFORE entering target zone moving till Lf
Fig. 3. Examples of search area.

complying with the orientation specified by the client. In Fig. 3c the parallelogram is a rectangle
on east side of the client.
Once-for-all strategy maybe inefficient when the period of result sending is short (thus the server
will not have enough time to retrieve all the objects) or when the number of returned objects is
very high (thus requiring extra-large buffer to store objects) or when the server time to process
the query taking into account the whole search area from the initial to the final location is high
(thus leading many other queries to miss their deadlines when they are scheduled after continuous
queries with long processing time). To avoid such drawbacks, a second strategy is provided.
– Piecewise search: it consists in periodic submission of the query to the server with a limited
search area taking into account the maximum distance that may be covered during a period (the
period specified in EVERY clause). The obtained results are appended to those results returned
by the previous executions of the continuous query. The search area is defined as follows:
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), Lc), Orient(Q))∪
Area(Q) = SubRegion(P lg(Lc, Lx, Radius(Q)), Orient(Q))∪
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), Lx), Orient(Q))

(4)

where Lc is the current location and Lx is the location the client may reach during the current
period:
P eriod(Q) − Cost(Q)
, Dir(Q)
Speed(Q)
LocCoord(L, Dist, Dir) is a function that returns the coordinates of location at a distance Dist far
from location L in direction Dir.
Lx = LocCoord Lc,

The results returned by one evaluation (in case of Once-for-all strategy) or multiple evaluations (in
case of Piecewise strategy) are stored in a result pool associated with query Q denoted PoolRes(Q).
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Periodically (with a period value specified in EVERY clause), the following operations are carried
out:
– PoolRes(Q) is updated by extracting and sending results relevant to the current client location
and deleting those results which not spatially valid (because the objects to delete are in an area
far away from the current client location).
– In case of Piecewise search, the current location is updated to yield a new search area before
submitting the query to the DBMS. In other words, the search area is a sliding window.
– Submit query Q with the new search area to the DBMS. The submission of query Q is over when
either the delay (specified in DURING clause) has elapsed or the distance (specified in FOR
clause) is run.
3. Case LocReq4: in this case the client requires results are sent once while he/she is moving within
a fixed deadline. As shown by formula (5), the search area depends on the distance to run during
the fixed deadline.
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), L0), Orient(Q))∪
Area(Q) = SubRegion(P lg(L0, Lx, Radius(Q)), Orient(Q))∪
(5)
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), Lx), Orient(Q))
where Lx is the location the client may reach before the explicit deadline expires:
Lx = LocCoord L0,

RelDeadline(Q) − Cost(Q)
, Dir(Q)
Speed(Q)

4. Case LocReq5: in this case, the client searches objects at a given distance around his/her current
location while moving without explicit deadline or implicit deadline which could be derived from
the query (e.g. “select the restaurants 500 m far from my position” or “select the gas stations 10 km
far from my position, I am driving north at 120 km/h”). This type of query means that the client is
expecting the results returned as soon as possible. Two strategies may be considered for handling
this type of query: best effort strategy and better than best effort.
– Best effort scheduling: no deadline is assigned to the query and it is queued in a FIFO queue
and evaluated only when no queries with deadlines are waiting for processing (i.e. queries with
deadlines have priority over best effort queries). Such a strategy is easy to implement. However,
it may result in a long waiting time before the client receives anything thus jeopardizing the result
usefulness form the client point of view. When the load of the server is high, the probability
of success of best effort queries (i.e. sending results within reasonable delay) becomes very
low. Since our architecture aims at maximizing the success ratio of queries and providing some
fairness between clients, the best effort strategy is not selected to be included in our architecture.
– Better than best effort scheduling (i.e. by assigning an artificial deadline to query): generally
when a user of a computerized system looks for some information he/she does it with implicitly
understanding that the response is returned within a reasonable time (i.e. the implicit system
latency). Let the ‘reasonable’ latency 6 of the query server be MaxServDelay 7, which is fixed at
6

Maximum server latency includes the maximum waiting time in queue before being processed and maximum delay for the
transfer of a significant amount of results.
7
Notice that in case of server overload or tight query requirements, the sever may be unable to find valid results for some
queries whatever their type is (with or without deadline). Thus the client submits a query with the understanding that he/she
will conclude that his/her query failed if he/she does not receive a response within MaxServDelay.
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sever setup. Thus, the maximum search area is defined by the current location L0 and the location
Lx that the user could reach if the results were sent taking into account the highest response time
of the server.
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), L0), Orient(Q))∪
Area(Q) = SubRegion(P lg(L0, Lx, Radius(Q)), Orient(Q))∪
(6)
SubRegion(Circle(Radius(Q), Lx), Orient(Q))
Lx = LocCoord L0,

M axServDelay − T qt(Q)
, Orient(Q)
Speed(Q)

4.3. Query rewriting and cost estimate
Once the search area is calculated, a transformation process is achieved by Rewriting query function
to yield a spatial query that the underlying DBMS is able to evaluate. For space reason we’ll provide the
detail of query rewriting. Let Spatial(Q) be the spatial query associated with LD-query Q.
Spatial(Q) is then handled by Cost estimate function, which submits the spatial query to DBMS not
to process but to evaluate its cost, i.e. its estimated processing time (Tserv) and its amount of results [4].
From the returned DBMS cost, Tserv(Q) and Trt(Q) attributes are updated. We assume that the client
profile (in particular the bit rate of his/her mobile equipment) is known to enable the estimate of query
result transfer time (Trt).
5. Real-time constraints handling
The objective of Timing Constraints Management module is to maximize the percentage of queries
meeting their deadlines (i.e. maximize the success ratio). It includes the following functions: calculation
of deadline according to the query type, admission test, EDF scheduler, and Continuous query management. In order to maximize the success ratio, we combine a query EDF-scheduling algorithm with an
admission test to early reject queries which have no chance to meet their deadlines.
5.1. Calculation of query deadlines
The deadline associated with a query is either explicit (i.e. determined from the timing parameter
specified in the query) or implicit (i.e. determined from relationship between the result spatial validity
and the movement of the client). To meet query deadlines, a scheduling algorithm must be used. Our
architecture is based on a well-tested discipline, EDF. Recall that EDF uses absolute deadlines to give
priority to queries [1]. In the sequel, the absolute deadline of query Q is denoted AbsDeadline(Q).
5.1.1. Explicit deadline calculation
Explicit deadlines are specified in queries that include a timing constraints requirements part. There
are two cases:
1. Queries with a fixed deadline include a relative deadline (specified via DEADLINE clause). The
absolute deadline must consider the absolute time of query reception (tqr) by the server, the relative
deadline included in the query (RelDeadline), the estimated query transfer delay (Tqt), the estimated
processing time of the query by the server (Tserv), and the time to transfer results to the client (Trt):
AbsDeadline(Q) = tqr(Q) + RelDeadline(Q) − Cost(Q)Cost(Q)
= T qt(Q) + T serv(Q) + T rt(Q).

(7)
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2. Continuous queries require the results are periodically (the period is specified via EVERY clause)
updated during some time interval (either specified via DURING <time> clause or derived from
the distance specified in FOR <distance> clause and client speed). As previously explained (see
search area for LocReq3) our architecture includes two strategies for handling continuous queries:
Once-for-all and Piecewise strategies.
– If Once-for-all search is chosen, the query is submitted once to the DBMS and the results are
buffered and then gradually transmitted to client. Consequently, there is one absolute deadline
to determine:
T rt(Q)
AbsDeadline(Q) = tqr(Q) + P eriod(Q) − T qt(Q) − T serv(Q) −
(8)
Duration(Q)
P eriod(Q)

Tserv and Trt represent the estimated DBMS processing time and result transfer time for the
query Q considered once. Since all the results are not sent to client in one updating period, the
absolute deadline should consider the transfer time of results associated with one updating period
not all the duration of the continuous query. Thus, we use the average estimated result transfer
time over Duration(Q).
– If Piecewise search is chosen, the query is periodically submitted to the DBMS with a limited
search area. Thus a deadline should be associated with each periodic evaluation of query Q as
shown by formula (9):

tqr(Q) + P eriod(Q) − Cost(Q) if (F irstEvaluation)
AbsDeadline(Q) =
(9)
AbsDeadline(Q) + P eriod(Q) Otherwise
Notice that Tserv and Trt are estimated based on a partial search area (not on the whole search area
as in Once-for-all search).
To meet the duration (specified either in DURING or FOR clause) for the evaluation of query
Q,AbsDeadline(Q) is calculated Duration(Q)/P eriod(Q) times.
5.1.2. Implicit deadline calculation
Here we consider queries for searching objects without explicit deadline where the client may be
searching for objects around his/her:
– future target location and the results should be returned as soon as possible (case ImplictDeadl1),
– current location and the results should be returned as soon as possible (case ImplictDeadl2),
– future target location and the results should be returned before entering the zone around the target
future location (case ImplictDeadl3), the clause BEFORE is used in this case,
– future target location and the results should be returned while crossing the zone around the target
future location (case ImplictDeadl4), the clause CROSSING is used in this case.
The first two cases are the most used to specify queries for searching objects while moving. The other
two cases are used to enable the client send very early their queries (even if they don’t need immediately
the results) to be early queued and then to have a very high probability of processing success (i.e. long
time is left to the server to send all the valid results).
1. Cases ImplicitDeadl1 and ImplicitDeadl2: we mentioned in case LocReq5 that when no timing
indication may be derived from the query, the default meaning is that the client is expecting
the results within a delay not exceeding the maximum server latency (MaxServDelay). We also
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discarded best effort scheduling of queries. Consequently, in both cases, the time between sending
the query and receiving the result should not exceed MaxServDelay, then the deadline is as follows:
AbsDeadline(Q) = CurrentT ime + M axServDelay − T qt(Q)

(10)

However, it should be noticed that the search area is not the same in both cases: search area is
centered around the future target (respectively current) location in case ImplicitDeadl1 (respectively
ImplicitDeadl2).
2. Cases ImplicitDeadl3 and ImplicitDeadl4: in both cases more time is given to the server to return
the results so larger8 deadlines are yielded. The deadline consider the time to reach the future target
location and if the results should be received by the client before entering or while crossing the
future target area. Thus the deadline is defined as follows:
AbsDeadline(Q)
= tqr(Q) + M ovingT ime − Cost(Q) + M argin

−Radius(Q)/Speed(Q) if LoZ(Q) = BEF ORE
M argin =
Radius(Q)/Speed(Q) if LoZ(Q) = CROSSIN G

(11)

where MovingTime = TimeToGo(Q) if REACHABLE WITHIN <time> clause is specified,
MovingTime = DistToGo(Q)/Speed(Q) if REACHABLE WITHIN <distance> clause is specified,
MovingTime = Length(L0,FixLoc)/Speed(Q) if AT <fixed coordinates> clause is specified
and Length(L1, L2) is a function that returns the distance between two locationsL1andL2.
5.2. Admission test and scheduling
Our architecture is based on EDF, a well-known and well-tested algorithm and commonly used in
real-time systems. Queries are assigned absolute deadlines and inserted (if they pass admission test)
in an ordered Read-query queue according to their deadlines: the query with the lowest deadline is at
queue head (i.e. the first position) and the query with the highest deadline at queue tail (i.e. the last
position). Notice that continuous query handling requires that a deadline is assigned to each instance (or
activation) of each continuous query. A function called Continuous query manager included in Timing
constraint management module evaluates periodically deadlines and removes continuous queries when
their evaluation time interval (specified in EVERY or FOR clause) is exceeded.
5.2.1. Admission test
The absolute deadline AbsDeadline(Q) and the estimated DBMS processing time Tserv(Q) determined
by Deadline calculation and Cost estimate functions are used to test if query Q may be processed by
DBMS on time. Admission test considers the queries already admitted and still in the ready query
queue.
1. Non-continuous query admission test: Query Q is admitted for evaluation by DBMS if 1) its
deadline will be guaranteed 9 and 2) the guarantee of deadlines of queries already accepted will not
be affected. In other words, query Q is admitted if it may be inserted in Ready-query queue at
some position such that Q’s deadline will be meet and the deadlines of already accepted queries
8

Notice that since an EDF-based query scheduled is used in our architecture, when there no queued queries with tight
deadlines, the server may evaluate and send the results earlier even if the absolute deadline derived (for queries using BEFORE
and CROSSING clauses) is high.
9
Notice that the guarantee of query deadline is not absolute since it depends on the accuracy of cost estimate (DBMS
processing time and result transfer time estimate) used to calculate the deadline.
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with deadlines higher or equal to Q’s deadline will be meet. To accept query Q, the work load (i.e.
the sum of query DBMS-processing times) of ready queries with lower deadlines is considered.
Formally, the admission test is as follows:
AdmissionT est(Q) =









T rue

if

∀j k



j




tc + T serv(Q) +
T serv(IdQ(i)) 
i=1
 j  N q AbsDeadline(IdQ(j))  


 (12)
+

i∈U P Q

T serv(IdQ(i))

F alse otherwise

where: k is the index -in Ready-query queue- of the first query of which the deadline is greater
than AbsDeadline(Q). Nq is the number of queries in Ready-query queue. IdQ(j) is a function that
returns the identifier of query at position j in Ready-query queue. tc is the current time. UPQ is the
identifier set of queries being processed by DBMS (this set is updated by
query scheduler whenever
a query is submitted to DBMS and when its processing is finished).
T serv(IdQ(i)) is used
i∈U P Q

in order to consider the worst case where several queries have been submitted to be processed in
parallel and they still under processing at DBMS level.
If AdmissionTest(Q) if true, query Q is inserted in Ready-query queue at position k otherwise it is
rejected.
2. Continuous query admission test: the previous scheme is adequate for queries that are evaluated
once. Admission test of continuous queries is a bit complex: should the admission test be carried
out once for the continuous query as a whole or for each query instance (i.e. for each periodic
execution of a continuous query)? There are pros and cons for each solution.
– One test: it avoids periodic tests and provides the same (constant) level of guarantees for the
client (i.e. either the query is accepted for all time interval specified in DURING or FOR clause
or it is rejected). However, this scheme has two drawbacks: difficulty of implementation (i.e. all
the instances of the query should be included in Ready-query queue) and unfairness (i.e. some
continuous queries may monopolize server capacity).
– Periodic test: this scheme has the inverse properties the previous one: more fairness, but no
guarantee that the client will periodically receive updated results.
Our architecture includes both solutions but one of them must be selected at server setup. 10
5.2.2. Query scheduling
EDF query scheduler function is in charge of submitting queries to the underlying DBMS. There two
strategies for submitting queries:
– When DBMS becomes idle, the query at the head of Ready-query queue is extracted and submitted
to DBMS. Query scheduler waits till DBMS becomes idle again to submit the next query.
– Multiple queries (taking into account their deadlines) are submitted in parallel to DBMS. Query
scheduler does wait till the DBMS to submit a new query.
The first strategy is easy to implement. However, it suffers low performance. It is well known that
DBMS response time includes CPU time and disk access time. If DBMS has only one query to process
10
One may think of a more powerful mechanism that dynamically switches between both solutions according the server load
or other metrics.
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it remains blocked during the I/O operations. To achieve better performance, we propose to use the
second solution, i.e. submit several 11 queries which will be processed in parallel at DBMS level. The
second solution achieves good performance particularly when the average number of waiting queries is
high. However, it should be noticed that when a set of queries are submitted to DBMS to process in
parallel, the DBMS-processing order (scheduling) of this set queries is not visible to the query submitter.
Consequently, the selection of queries to submit in parallel to DBMS considers the deadlines of selected
queries to avoid priority inversion leading to deadline missing. For example let us consider that at time
t = 100, three queries are ready Q1, Q2 and Q3. Q1 (respectively Q2 and Q3) has a deadline equal to
110 (respectively 120 and 125) and an estimated processing time equal to 5 (respectively 4 and 30). Q1
and Q2 may be submitted together since their deadlines are met whatever the order they are processed
by DBMS. However, Q3 can not be submitted in parallel neither with Q1 nor with Q2.
Another issue dealt with by the query scheduler is the monitoring of ready-query queue. Query
deadlines assigned based on cost estimate of queries. Unfortunately the accuracy of estimate depends
on the underlying DBMS and the types of SQL-like queries yielded from LD-queries. In case of underestimate of DBMS processing time for some queries, DBMS finishes processing some queries later than
expected (by estimate). Consequently, some other queries in ready queue either have their deadlines
missed while they still in the queue or will not have sufficient time to be processed on time once when
submitted to DBMS. To avoid the execution late queries, query scheduler checks the deadline of the
query at ready queue head before submitting it to DBMS (i.e. if the deadline is already missed or if
the remaining time till query deadline is less than the estimated DBMS processing time, the query is
rejected).
6. Validity check and management results
Once the DBMS finishes processing a query Q the yielded results are appended to result repository.
Then according to type of query the results are checked are treated as follows:
– Case of non-continuous queries: the spatial and temporal validity of results is checked. Only
spatially and temporally valid objects are immediately sent to the client. At the end of query Q
execution all results relating to query Q are removed from Result repository.
– Case of continuous queries: the spatial validity of the new results is checked to be appended or
not to results pool of query. Notice that the results of continuous queries are sent periodically not
necessarily just after their production. Continuous query result management function is in charge
of the periodic transmission of results to clients. Given the period of query Q and its result pool,
denoted ResPool(Q), this function extracts the temporal and spatial valid results and transmits them
to client. In addition, each result which is obsolete is removed from PoolRes(Q) and deleted.
Whatever the type of query is, if partial results are searched (i.e. when PARTIAL RESULTS clause is
specified), only an amount of results that fulfills 12 AT LEAST or AT MOST requirements are considered
for transmission to the client. In the architecture presented in this paper, partial result requirements are
used only to speed the transmission of results to client in case of AT LEAST requirement. In case there
11

The maximum number of queries being processed by DBMS is a server parameter fixed at setup.
When the number of valid results returned by DBMS is higher than the one expressed in AT LEAST or AT MOST clause,
the objects transmitted to the client may be selected either randomly among valid objects or according to some criteria (e.g.
distance). In our architecture, the closest objects with regard to the current client location are considered as a priority.
12
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is not enough time to transmit all the results returned by the DBMS, then only a subset of objects are
sent. One may think of more adaptive query management techniques to adjust the relative deadline and
search area according to the (maximum or minimum) number of objects required by client.
The inaccuracy of estimating deadlines and client location may result in returned objects that are
not valid either because the estimate location of the client is not (approximately) the same than the
real location when the client will receive the results or because the actual delay to return the results is
higher than the estimated delay. To consider estimate inaccuracy, Result check and management module
includes functions to check spatial and temporal validity of results.
6.1. Spatial validity check
Each object produced by DBMS is accompanied by its location (coordinates). The spatial validity
check consists in retrieving the current location of the client and comparing such a location to the
locations of each returned object. Only objects of which the distance far from current client location is
less than or equal to Radius(Q) are selected. We assume that client location change during result transfer
is negligible13 (i.e. the distance run by the mobile client between the time the spatial validity check is
achieved and the time the results are received by the client is negligible).
Let tc be the current time (time just before sending results to client) and Results(Q) the results
associated with query Q. Spatial validity check of results means the extraction of a subset of results
SpaceValidRes(Q) such that:
SpaceV alidRes(Q) = {∀Oi |Oi ∈ Results(Q),Dist(LocObj(Oi ), Loc(Q, tc))  Radius(Q)} (13)

where LocObj(Oi ) is a function that returns the location of object O i . This function relies on the object
coordinates included by DBMS in the results. Dist(L1, L2) returns the distance between two locations
L1 and L2 of which coordinates are known. Notice that we consider only direct distance, i.e. the segment
length between two points. If we consider roads crossing mountains, the direct distance is not relevant.
Function Dist() should be designed accordingly (i.e. taking into account the road map).
6.2. Temporal validity check
After the result spatial validity check, a second check is carried out in order to reject produced results
if they missed the deadline estimated by Deadline calculation function.
Once the results are produced their size (in bytes) is known. Thus, the result transfer time should
be calculated with more accuracy than as done by Cost estimate function run before query execution.
Let Trt’(Q) denote transfer time calculated by Temporal validity check function. If partial results are
required, then Trt’(Q) is calculated accordingly (i.e. Trt’(Q) is the time associated with the transfer of
the whole, the minimum or maximum results). Then we can formulate the temporal validity check as
follows:
T emporalV alidRes(Q) =


T rue if
tc + T rt (Q)  AbsDeadline(Q)
∧ T rtQ) > T rt (Q)


T rue if
tc + T rt (Q)  AbsDeadline(Q) − (T rt (Q) − T rt(Q)) ∧ T rtQ)  T rt (Q)
F alse otherwise



(14)

13
It is a realistic assumption if one takes into account the speed (in km/s) of mobile clients and the speed (in bits/s) of modern
networks.
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Fig. 4. Prototype architecture.

where tc is the current time.
It should be noticed that temporal validity check is not applied to continuous queries since the produced
results are stored in result pools and are sent periodically to mobile clients and obsolete objects (i.e. those
objects too far from the last known client position) are deleted by Spatial validity check function.

7. Performance evaluation
We implemented a prototype to validate the feasibility of our proposals and to evaluate the performances
of a subset of proposed methods for LD-query processing. We essentially investigated the benefits of
checking spatial validity before data transfer and considering real-time constraints while processing
LD-queries.
7.1. Experimentation prototype environment
We implemented different modules of our architecture on top of Oracle (Release 10.1.0.2 standard
edition). An extension called Oracle Locator is provided in order to allow the use of geometry types
and spatial operators [13]. Java libraries are also provided by Oracle in order to handle spatial objects.
Thus, our prototype is developed in Java language (Java Development Kit JDK 1.4.2). The experiments
were performed on a Sun Blade 150 workstation (550 MHz processor speed, 300 MB memory size)
communicating with a Sun Fire V240 workstation (1.5 GHz processor speed, 8 GB memory size) on
which Oracle DBMS is setup. Both workstations are connected to 100 Mb/s Ethernet network.
The architecture of the prototype (Fig. 4) follows the same principle as the generic architecture (Fig. 2).
Indeed, modules are implemented on top of Oracle DBMS in order to take into account mobile client
location-dependency of the query results and real-time constraints. The JDBC Application Programming
Interface is used to connect the developed java programs to Oracle database. In our tests, the Oracle
cache is active. However, it has no contribution because all submitted queries are independent in order
to test all LD-query types. Hence, no result is cached and all submitted queries are completely processed
by Oracle. Consequently, the processing time of LD-query is increased and the respect of deadline is
more complex. This configuration enables evaluate our prototype in the worst case.
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Table 3
Relation cardinality and object density
Relation
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Number of tuples
5000
5000
20000
30000
10000
10000

Object density (Obj/km2 )
5
50
5
5
5
50

We also developed a module to simulate client mobility. We consider mobile clients as moving points
having initial locations uniformly distributed in a square area (denoted as Work Space). Locations of
moving objects and clients are represented in the WGS 84 reference system (World Geodetic System).
This reference system is used by GPS. The sub-module Movement Generation randomly generates the
initial position (longitude, latitude), the speed and directions of each client. We assume that the speed and
direction are constant between the moments of query sending and result receiving. The Result Reception
sub-module allows the receipt and display of results produced after query processing. To compute the
result transfer time, we assume that the wireless network bandwidth is 171.2 kbps (like the maximum
GPRS bandwidth) [17].
We tested this prototype with several LD-query examples querying data related to 400 French hospitals
and we checked on a map the query results. In the following subsection we present the queries and data
used to conduct performance evaluation using the implemented prototype.
7.2. Data and query models
We assume that the LD-queries are composed by proximity operator and one, two, three or
four join operations. Here, we use the proximity operator 14 SDO WITHIN DISTANCE (ObjLocAttribute, query dist). The value of query dist is randomly generated between 0.2 km and 10 km. The
number of tuples of the operand relations (denoted ||R||) varies randomly between 5000 and 30000.
The join selectivity factor (Ri , Rj ) is JSF = 1.5/Max(||Ri ||, ||Rj ||) [22]. The queried data is randomly
generated. This data describes different sets of fixed objects (e.g. name, address, longitude and latitude of
hospitals or pharmacies). To compute the distance between two points in the WGS 84 reference system
(e.g. for result spatial validity check), we implemented an algorithm based on the Vincinty’s formula [26].
The same formula is used by Oracle Locator. Certain relations Robj i represent a set of target objects
Obji located inside an area called work space area (denoted Work Space i). The locations of the target
objects are uniformly distributed in the area Work Space i. The number of target objects of each relation
and the size of the Work Space i are chosen in such a way to have different target object densities (DObj i )
(cf. Table 3). For example, rare objects like hospitals have low density (e.g. 5 objects/km 2) and frequent
objects like fire hydrant have high density (e.g. 50 objects/km 2 ).
As seen on Table 4, depending on number of join operations and target object densities we test four
query forms.
The query arrivals (denoted as A) are generated according to a Poisson process with mean arrival rate
λ (queries/second) varying from 0.1 to 1 query by second. The deadline associated with query (denoted
as D) is set using the following formula [30]: D = A + (1 + Slack)*E, where E is an estimate of
14
SDO WITHIN DISTANCE is an operator of Spatial Oracle, which is used to select objects at a given distance. This
operator is equivalent to AT DISTANCE clause used in LD-query specification language (§3.2.1).
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Table 4
Experimented queries

Req 1: Select R1.b, R3.b
FROM R1, R3
WHERE SDO WITHIN DISTANCE (R1.LocObj 1 ,
1.5 km)
And R1.a = R3.a
Req 3: Select R5.b, R3.b
FROM R5, R4, R3, R2, R1
WHERE SDO WITHIN DISTANCE (R5.LocObj 5 ,
1.5 km)
And R5.a = R4.a And R4.b = R3.b
And R3.c = R2.c And R2.d = R1.db

Req 2: Select R2.b, R3.b
FROM R2, R3
WHERE SDO WITHIN DISTANCE (R2.LocObj 2 ,
1.5 km)
And R2.b = R3.b
Req 4: Select R6.b, R3.b
FROM R6, R3, R2, R1
WHERE SDO WITHIN DISTANCE (R6.LocObj 6 ,
1.5 km)
And R6.a = R4.a And R4.b = R3.b
And R3.c = R2.c And R2.d = R1.d

response time plus transfer time of a query Q. The slack factor Slack, is a uniformly distributed variable
in [−1,10]. Notice that slack factor can be negative. In this case, the query has no chance to meet its
deadline. This may happen when the user specifies very short deadlines.
7.3. Result analysis
First, we discuss the benefits of checking the spatial validity of results. Secondly we evaluate the
impact of considering real-time constraints on the percentage of queries which miss their deadlines and
on incorrect result percentage.
7.3.1. Benefits of spatial validity check
We conducted experiments to identify the parameter impacting the percentage of incorrect results and
to evaluate the overhead and the communication cost optimization provided by the spatial validity check
procedure.
1. Parameters influencing query result spatial validity
For each query (cf. Table 4), we varied the query client movement speed and we measured the
percentage of incorrect target objects (with regard to client position when results are received). We
obtained the results showed on Fig. 5.
As observed from Fig. 5, the movement speed, the number of join operations and the target object
density have an impact on the incorrect result percentage. This percentage remains relatively low
when the query includes only one join and the target object density is low (Req 1). This percentage
is 0.28% for a client speed less than 50 km/h and remains lower than 2.5% even for high client
speed. Indeed, when the query is basic (e.g. including only one join like Req 1) the response time
is low. So a small distance is run before receiving query results. Since there are a few objects,
a few results would be incorrect. This percentage becomes higher when target object density is
50 objects/km2 and the number of joins is 4 (Req 4) (11.7% when client speed is higher than 110
km/h). It should also be noticed that the percentage of incorrect results increases slowly when client
speed does not exceed 110 km/h and when the target object density is low (Req 1 and Req 4). We
also observe that the gap (in terms of incorrect result percentage) is higher when the target object
density is varied (e.g. Req 1 versus Req 2) in comparison to when the join number is varied (e.g.
Req 1 versus Req 3). Although the number of joins is higher for query Req 3, the percentage of
incorrect results is lower than Req 2 (including only one join but with higher object density). Hence
we can state that the target object density has more impact on incorrect result percentage than the
number of joins.
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Fig. 6. Spatial validity check time.

2. Spatial validity check overhead and communication cost optimization
We varied the selection surface from 0.1% to 100% of the work space area and we measured the
spatial validity check time TSpCheck. We conducted these experiments with query Req 4. We also
assume that the client movement speed is greater than 110 km/h.
Since the spatial validity check method computes the distance between the current client location
and each target objet returned by the underlying DBMS, TSpCheck depends on the number of
returned target objects. This number is higher when the selection surface is larger (the target
objects are assumed to be uniformly distributed on the work space area). This is why -as seen from
Fig. 6 the spatial validity check time increases as the selection surface increases. For example,
TSpCheck is more than 8 seconds when the selection surface is equal to all the work space area
(all target objects are returned by the DBMS) and it is lower than 650 milliseconds for a selection
surface less than 1% of the work space area. We also measured the query response time without
spatial validity check which we compared with query response time with spatial validity check.
The results showed that the spatial validity check introduces low overhead (always less than 3%
whatever the selection surface is). In fact, although the spatial validity check takes time, it reduces
transfer time by avoiding the transfer of incorrect results (Fig. 7). Therefore the response time
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Fig. 7. Communication cost reduction.

(including transfer time) is reduced when the spatial validity check is performed. We measured the
DSpCheck
communication cost reduction, CCR, using the following formula: CCR = (1 − DN
SpCeck ) × 100
Figure 7 shows that the communication cost reduction decreases slowly from 15% to 5.5% as the
selection surface increases if we do not take into account the limit cases (i.e. very small selection surface
equal to 0.1% of work space area or selection equal to all the work space area). This is due to the fact
that when the selection surface is small, even a short movement of the client, between the moments
of sending the query and receiving the results, may have a significant impact on the incorrect result
percentage. This is not the case when the selection surface is very large.
To sum up, we observed that the percentage of incorrect results is affected by several parameters: client
speed, join number, selection surface and the target object density. Thus, checking the result spatial
validity is not efficient in all cases. Indeed, in certain case this method introduces an overhead without
significantly reducing the communication cost. For example, when all the clients are in the city centre
(low speed), the target objects are rare (low density) and the selection surface is large, the percentage of
incorrect results would be very low. In this case, the communication cost reduction would also be very
low. In other cases (e.g. high target object density and small selection surface), this method can reduce
the communication cost by 15%. Notice that certain parameters can be known before designing locationbased applications (e.g. target object density). So the application designer can decide to implement (or
not) result spatial validity check method depending on the accepted incorrect result percentage and on
the identified parameter values (e.g. target object density, expected mobile client behaviors).
7.3.2. Benefits of considering real-time constraints module
To evaluate the benefit of using the Timing Constraints Management module we compared the missed
deadline percentage (denoted as MDP) obtained using a version of the prototype implementing this module (denoted as RCM: real-time constraint management) with a version of the prototype not implementing
this module (denoted as NRCM).
1. Percentage of queries missing their deadlines
In this experiment we varied the mean query arrival rate and we measured the MDP for both versions
(RCM and NRCM). Notice that for the NRCM prototype version, the FIFO scheduling is used to
serve arriving queries. The results are depicted on Fig. 8.
We observe that the Real-time Constraints Management module reduces the percentage of queries
which miss their deadlines, especially when the mean query arrival rate exceeds 0.4. Indeed, at this
rate, the percentage of missed query deadlines is less than 30% when the Real-time Constraints
Management module is used, while this percentage is more than 85% in the other cases. This is
due to the fact that we implemented the real-time scheduling algorithm EDF which gives higher
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Fig. 9. Percentage of incorrect results with and without using RCM module.

priority to queries with the closest deadlines. This algorithm is efficient when the mean arrival time
is not very high. It should be noticed that, although the MDP remains low using RCM, the MDP
is efficient in both cases when mean arrival time is high (71% of queries miss their deadline using
RCM and 94% with NRCM when one query per second is received by the server).
2. Percentage of incorrect query results
In this experiment, we varied the query arrival rate and we measured the percentage of incorrect
query results. First, we assumed that the mobile clients have a low speed (less than 50 km/h)
and we compared the performances obtained with and without using the Real-time Constraints
Management module. Then we conducted the same experiment and we assumed that the mobile
clients move at high speed (110 km/h). In this experiment we assumed that all query have implicit
deadlines.
Figure 9 shows that the incorrect result percentage increases rapidly and it quickly becomes very
high in the absence of Real-time Constraints Management module. In fact, waiting time in the queue
increases when the arrival rate is high. Hence, the query response time may be high. So, the user may go
through an increased distance before receiving the query results. Thus, several clients may get the results
after being very far from their location when their queries are sent. When the Real-time Constraints
Management module is used, a deadline is derived depending on client movement and specified distance
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(radius of selection surface). The EDF algorithm gives higher priority to queries with closest deadlines.
Consequently, clients moving at high speed searching target objects within a short distance are favored.
In addition, if during waiting time in ready-query queue the query deadline expires, the query is rejected.
So the DBMS does not process queries the results of which are definitely incorrect. These reasons justify
an incorrect result percentage which is considerably low when the Real-time Constraints Management
module is used (RCM). This is true even when the mobile client moves at a low speed.
According to these results, it may be observed that implementing the Real-time Constraints Management module reduces not only the missed deadline percentage, but also the percentage of incorrect
LD-query results. In fact, determining an implicit deadline depending on mobile client speed and surface
selection radius, and considering these deadlines while scheduling queries significantly reduces this percentage. So, it is important to take into account real-time constraints even when user does not explicitly
specify a deadline.
8. Conclusion
In this paper we propose a solution for considering timing constraints while processing locationdependent queries. We propose methods to take into account client location, proximity and orientation
conditions. To maximize the percentage of location-dependent queries meeting their deadlines, we
use EDF scheduling algorithm jointly with an admission test. In order to avoid transmitting incorrect
results (due to client location change after sending the query) and obsolete results (because of deadline
expiration) we propose to check result spatial validity and result temporal validity just before data transfer.
Validity check also reduces the communication cost.
We implement the modules of our architecture on top of Oracle DBMS to validate our proposal. The
developed prototype is used to evaluate the performances of the proposed methods, in particular methods
for spatial validity check and timing constraint handling. The results of our experiments are encouraging
and show that the proposed methods reduce communication cost, increase the percentage of queries
meeting their deadlines and also the percentage of correct results transmitted to users.
Our future work will mainly focus on:
1. Extending performance evaluation to other modules of the architecture and considering other types
of queries (e.g. continuous location-dependent queries, partial result location-dependent queries).
2. Improving LD-query processing methods using an applicative cache in order to avoid repetitive
processing of the similar sub-queries. The goal is not to cache the result of a LD-query -because
the location differs for each query- but to cache repetitive sub-part of queries.
3. Considering more realistic client moving profiles where speed and direction change dynamically or
where user is moving in a city. Notice that realistic profiles make location prediction more complex.
4. Using more complex data model for representing moving objects and accordingly adapt our architecture. Our objective is to anticipate the movement of the mobile objects to be able to predict their
future location.
5. Investigating the use of other scheduling policies by taking into account, for example, query
importance. Indeed, in many scenarios, the mobile queries may have different importance levels.
For example, for medical emergency team, some situations are not critical for the patients while
others can be critical.
6. Handling network characteristics and changes. One objective is to efficiently estimate data transfer
and latency time and to adapt accordingly query processing.
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7. In the architecture presented in this paper, partial result requirements are used only to speed the
transmission of results to client. In case there is not enough time to transmit all the results returned
by the DBMS, then a subset of objects are sent. One may think of more adaptive query management
techniques to adjust the relative deadline and search area according to the (maximum or minimum)
number of objects required by client.
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